Thorpeness Monthly Monitoring Report
Date and Time of Survey: 11:45
Time of Low Tide: 10:40
Height of Low Tide (m ODN): -0.3m
Inspector: Lucy Goodman
Monthly inspection of the frontage between Thorpeness village and Ness. The purpose is to check
signage, flag any hazards relating to public safety, inspect condition and exposure of defences and
monitor geomorphological changes. This report is used to inform coastal management decision making
and will be shared with the community. For best access, inspections should be done at low tide with
due regard to the weather and sea state.
Current & Antecedent Metocean Conditions: More autumnal than summer conditions with fresh SW
breeze, offshore, F3 with stronger gusts. Sunny with intermittent heavy showers. Very small swell
waves arriving on a flat sea. Some longer period swell events have occurred since last inspection (early
September) but no high sea water level events.
Southern Undefended Frontage
Intertidal Beach volume change: Moderate lowering
Supratidal Beach volume change: No change
Comments on the geomorphological change over the southern UNDEFENDED frontage:
The supratidal / back-beach area is noticeably wider at the southern end of the village frontage, and
narrower in front of Old Homes Road footpath – but this narrowing has not changed significantly since
last inspection. There is no evidence of wave overtopping or reworking of the largest berm. The
seaward face of the largest berm is gently inclined indicating trampling by visitors. Two smaller berms
exist to seaward fronted by a narrow strip of sandy foreshore. The seaward most gravel berm, shaped
by the last high tide, has a steep face, almost cliffed, in front of The Headlands.
Images of the southern UNDEFENDED frontage:
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(Central) Defended Frontage
Intertidal Beach volume change: Moderate decrease.
Supratidal Beach volume change: Moderate increase.
Comments on the geomorphological change over the DEFENDED frontage:
The intertidal zone appears to have migrated landward, or lowered since last inspection, as the geobag
defence line is underwater and there is more geotextile material exposed on the foreshore than
previous inspection. This perception is also due to the state and height of tide at time of inspection,
compared to last. The moderate increase in supratidal beach is indicated by gravels infilling some
(remaining) gabion baskets and the volume of the berms either side of the damaged defences. This
geomorphic work could have been done by the constructive conditions during long-period swell
events.
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Gabion condition
Comments on Gabion condition: Most are damaged irreparably. No change since last. Gabions remain
intact and increasingly buried at the southern end of the 1976 defensive line.
Images of the gabions:
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Phase 1 Geobag condition
Comments on Phase 1 Geobag condition: Geobags remain buried at southern end and line of defence
presumed intact.
Images of Phase 1 Geobags:
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Phase 2 Geobag condition
Comments on Phase 2 Geobag condition: Geobags exposed on foreshore and in the water, mostly
holded and partially empty. Some geobags intact at northern end of defence termination- see photos
below. More gravel covers lower baskets. No geobags seen beneath The Red House. Steep slope in
intertidal zone, a drop in beach level.
Images of Phase 2 Geobags:
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Signage condition
Signage condition: Good
Comments on signage: Intact, still in place and functioning. Laminated sheet at northern end of
diversion still needs removing/replacing.
Images of signs:
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Hazards
Comments on Hazards: Same hazards as before – include falling debris from The Red House garden as
cliff top continues to recess, over-steepened cliffs yield danger of cliff falls, wire mesh protruding from
beach surface, geotextile in water.
Images of hazards:
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Northern UNDEFENDED Frontage:
Intertidal Beach volume, north of defence termination: Moderate lowering
Supratidal Beach volume, north of defence termination: Moderate increase
Comments on the geomorphological change, north of defence termination:
Active cliff erosion, new debris at base of cliff, overhanging vegetation on cliff tops, some minor beach
cliffing around the high-water line yielding a ‘drop’ in the intertidal zone that continues along the
defended section. Further north, adjacent to the Ness, there is a very large accumulation of gravel in a
single berm of >2.5m high with a steep seaward face – see photos below. This feature is very
conspicuous when approaching from the south and represents a large volume of gravel stored, from
the transport of sediment which diverges at the Ness, from north and south alongshore directions.
Images of the northern UNDEFENDED Frontage:
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Inspection Follow-up: Share report. Follow up on land ownership request. Emergency works to defend
northern village frontage soon to start. Keith to continue monthly inspections and reporting.
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